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frames of reference S ard 5' have a common origin O and S' rotates with an

ant angular velocity q/ relative to S. If a moving particle P has its position

vector as I relative to O at time t. show that i

dr Ar
(a) ;:dt+J^r.and

,1,. A2" 2t 0,,.t
rtr "l ".*. z'' "^ ' lln--*'tr't).\-t dr2 At _ dt dt

An object is thrown <lownward rvith an initial speed ?-'0 Prove that after time t the

object is deflected east of the vertical b"v the amount

r/osin )/? - i,-'9sin 'r/r'

where .l is the earth's co - latitude.
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2. (a) With the usual notations, obtain the

particles in the following forms:

:\-n
N

=frrn/r,,

,. Mf c

.. dH
I.-

dt

wnete \ b, : H and l\ = !, A m, !,.
(State cleariy the results that you may use)

(b) A solid of mass M is in the lour ofa tetrah edrort OXy Z, the eilges OX,
of wbich are mutually perperdicular, rests tr,ith XOy on a fixed

izontai plane and, YOZ against a srnooth vertical wall. The normal
rough face XfZ is iD the direction of a unit vector &. A heavy uniform
of mass m and celLter C rolls dorvn the face causing the tetrahedron to
a velocity -y'j where j is the unit vector along OI
ff dC : 4. than prore rhat

(M +rn)V rnt. j=constant

and that

!. ., _ r(.,. 1) .

rvhere / : g + l/j and 9 is the acceleration of gravity.

3. With the usual lotation obtain the Euler,s equations for the motion

bod5. har ing a poinr fiterJ. in rhr form:

\
Attl - (B - C)a2u, = y,,

Bt2-(C-A)u1u3:|'Jr,

C,q-lA- B)ap2= N".

A body moves about a point O under no forces. The principle momelt of i
at O being 3A, 5,4 and 6,4. Initially the angular vclociiy has compoEents u./r

rr2 = 0, o,3 - 3 about the co.rresponding principal axes. Sho\a, that ai time l.

,r:\Lar(!L\./5 \ r'5./

2

equations of notion for a system



of mass M and radius R rolls without slipping down the inclined plane

shaped block of mass m that is fteo to movc on a frictionless horizontal

the Lagrange's eq[ations lor this system subject to the force of gravity

tlc surfacp ol'he r arth. given rhar aJI 
"bjerrs 

are initiall.v st res! and rhe

of ihe sphere is at a distance -11 above the surface.

the rnotion of the system by iltegrating Lagrange's equatioN.

Hami,ltanian firretion in terms of Lagrangian function .

holonomic dvnamical system.

that, with the usual notations, that the Hamiltonian equations are Aiven

, AH AIIq,:^,p,:--and- oPt oQ'
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Lagrange's equations of motion using D'Alenbert's principle for d con-

functior ,, then thePro\e that il the time t does not occur in Lagralgian

Ha,miitonian function 11 is also not involved in l.

Wriie down the Hamiltonian fulction fl and then find the equation of motiolr

for a sirnple pendulum.

Define the poisson bracket.

Sbou 'har lor an1 lunctiorr f(q". p,. r\,

dl -df -rr qt
dt ct

where 11 is a Hamiltonian function.

With the usual notations, prove that: \
a.- lAf I I Dol

1. atu. e): li t) * lr. " l

- dl
q^l : 

dp{;

. af

(c) Show that, if F and g are constant of motion then their poisson bracket [/,
is a constanb of motion.
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